surprised. He sometimes sells rarer books that are in terrible condition, but he describes them as such. He's received a few negative and neutral evaluations, but he would have adjusted the price or refunded the purchase if the buyer had contacted him first. Even a careful examination can sometimes miss faults or hidden problems, especially in media. Hyde has decided to honor the principle that the customer is always right to the extent that he's reshipped books for free when the buyer gave the wrong address and given refunds when customers mistakenly ordered the wrong item.
To conclude, Mr. Hyde has sold a reasonEndnotes 1. holley, R. P., et. al., The effect of the Internet on the out-of-print book market: Implications for libraries. Library Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical Services v. 29 no. 2 (2005) n June 2008, PAlInET, the Mid-Atlantic regional consortium of cultural heritage organizations, announced that it had won a $1 million grant from the Alfred P. Sloan foundation to create a collaborative digitization service for its members. PAlInET partnered with Internet Archive, a nonprofit organization that aims to provide "permanent access… to historical collections that exist in digital format," 1 and set a goal of digitizing 60,000 books. Just over a year later, PAlInET (now lYRASIS, after a merger with SolInET) is well on its way to meeting that goal, with 33 institutions signed on to participate in its Mass Digitization Collaborative and over 6,200 items digitized.
A participant from the beginning, The university of Scranton Weinberg Memorial library witnessed the growth of the Collaborative from a thirteen member mini-pilot to its current production phase. Along the way, the Library digitized 169 volumes with Internet Archive and has watched their download counts grow by the day -giving these books, most of which are out-of-print, new life in a digital world.
The Weinberg Memorial library is a mid-sized academic library, serving a population of approximately 5,000 students. In order to provide digital access to Special Collections materials, the Library's Digital Services department scans photographs, slides, negatives, and documents in-house. In the summer of 2008, we were exploring the possibility of purchasing a book scanner and training our staff to digitize part of our book collection, but had not found it to be cost-effective. The PAlInET announcement, then, caught our attention; the Mass Digitization Collaborative seemed a solution for providing digital access to our Special Collections books in an affordable way.
2
At the end of August 2008, with an invitation from PAlInET's Digital Services Manager, laurie Gemmill, the Weinberg Memorial library joined the Mass Digitization Collaborative's mini-pilot. PAlInET's goal in running this pilot was to test out their plans on a small group of diverse participants and solicit feedback on all aspects of the project before opening the Collaborative to all members; on our part, the Weinberg team wanted to participate at this early stage in order to contribute to the refining of the Collaborative's structure and workflow.
Throughout the next month, the thirteen pilot participants, including academic and public libraries of various sizes, a historical society, and a museum, met five times (via conference call) to discuss the program's procedures and report on progress. We were each tasked with selecting five to ten books or microfilm reels for digitization at one of Internet Archive's regional scanning centers in Indiana, New Jersey, or New York. Selection was a more difficult task than anticipated. PAlInET encouraged pilot participants to digitize "unique items of regional interest" 3 and to select either items in the public domain or items for which permission to digitize could be obtained from the copyright holder, since the digital images would be available to the public on Internet Archive's Website. The university of Scranton's selection team (made up of the Special Collections Librarian, the University Archivist, and myself as the Digital Services Librarian) further narrowed down our options by ruling out any books that were already available to the public in digital format. In examining our collection, we were surprised to discover that several of the books that we had thought were relatively unique had already been digitized by other institutions and were publicly accessible via either Internet Archive or Google Books. We eventually chose six books on the history of Northeastern Pennsylvania, because of their appeal to our University community as well as our local Scranton community. Three were out-of-print; all six were in the public domain.
Since Internet Archive pulls descriptive metadata from library catalogs, our next step was to open a Z39.50 connection in order to share our MARC records. This process was time-consuming and was not completed for approximately three weeks; thankfully, the connection only had to be set up once. (Note: Since the lYRASIS pilot, Internet Archive has changed this process so that only large collections utilize a Z39.50 connection; smaller collections provide metadata via a customized spreadsheet tool called "WonderFetch.")
With books selected and our Z39.50 connection functioning, we were finally ready to digitize. While Collaborative participants can ship books to an Internet Archive regional scanning center in whatever manner they see fit, The university of Scranton chose to send our Special Collections Librarian to personally drop off our first batch of books at the Princeton Theological Seminary site in Princeton, New Jersey, in order to view the facility and observe the digitization process. Internet Archive employs "scribe" scanning stations, where books are placed on a cradle under a glass platen. Two digital single lens-reflex cameras photograph the recto and verso pages of the book, and then the scanner operator lifts the glass platen with a foot pedal and turns the page by hand. To keep file sizes reasonable, Internet Archive captures full color images not in TIFF but in JPEG2000 format. An ISO standard, JPEG2000 is used by the library of Congress 4 and the harvard university library, 5 among others, but is still somewhat controversial among digital preservation experts who are concerned about the ease of future data migration for a format that has not yet been widely adopted.
6 Books are scanned at between 300 and 500 dpi, depending on the able number of books to libraries of all types -academic, public, school, and special. To keep his anonymity, Dr. Jekyll is hesitating whether to tell one of his best friends that her library bought one of Hyde's books. On a final note, Mr. Hyde would like me to tell you his vendor name so that you might order some of his solid academic titles, but Dr. Jekyll convinced him that discretion is the wiser choice.
size of the book, but larger format foldouts are scanned at lower resolution, also depending on size (for example, an 18" x 24" foldout would be scanned at around 182 dpi). Foldouts larger than 18" x 24" are scanned with a multiple shot approach and then stitched together digitally. Text content on each page is captured via optical character recognition (OCR) using ABBYY 8.0.
7
About fourteen business days after we dropped off our books, Internet Archive completed the digitization process and posted our books to their Website. Users and contributors can browse the books directly on the Web using a flip book viewer but can also download the books in PDF, JPEG2000, and DjVu formats. While no available format is specifically optimized for print-on-demand, public domain books on Internet Archive can be printed from Espresso Book Machines via on Demand Books' proprietary Espressnet software. 8 As Internet Archive has expressed interest in print-on-demand in the past, 9 other options for convenient printing will likely emerge in the future.
To judge the quality of digitization, I conducted a page-by-page review of all six books, looking at both JPEG2000 and PDF images. While compression artifacts were clearly visible on the PDF versions, the JPEG2000 images were much more readable and showed little evidence of compression. The quality of the OCR text was excellent, making the content of our books full-text searchable for the first time. My only quality concern was for foldouts. Because Internet Archive scans foldouts at a lower resolution than ordinary book pages, small text on some larger foldouts became difficult or at times impossible to read. However, outside of this single concern, the digital versions of the books were of high quality. Considering the affordable cost of digitization, as well as Internet Archive's intent to host and maintain a digital copy of each book in their collection in perpetuity, we felt that the digital product was a good return on investment, making our participation in the Collaborative worthwhile.
In October 2008, then, when the PAlInET Mass Digitization Collaborative shifted into production mode, The university of Scran-
